Chapter Council delegates explore diverse areas of California during Chapter Council weekend
field trips, including the Butterfly Valley fen outside of Quincy, CA in May 2015 (above)
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On behalf of all of CNPS, THANK YOU for hosting a Chapter Council weekend! The Chapter Council
weekend has a strong purpose for guiding our organization, but it is also an enjoyable gathering for all
involved. We hope that you have fun showing off your local plants and places, while getting to know
fellow CNPS members and friends who are eager to learn about what’s happening in your part of the
state!


CNPS Chapter Council weekends are held quarterly, in locations that vary around California. These
weekends allow delegates from all CNPS chapters to connect with other representatives from around
the state, share what’s happening in their home chapters, and learn from other delegates, while getting
to know a botanically different area of California. This unique collaboration allows all chapters to take
home useful information and thus accomplish more in their local communities.
The CNPS Chapter Council has a direct influence on the goals and policies of CNPS as an organization.
Each delegate represents the needs and opinions of their home chapter, and engages in the
conversation and decision-making process surrounding CNPS policies on behalf of their chapter. The
combined group of delegates influences major organization-wide decisions and goals during the Chapter
Council session. This democratic process is the essential foundation of CNPS, and it is important that all
chapters participate in order to have a voice in the organization.
Having a well-planned and attractive weekend helps entice more chapter delegates to attend.
Scheduling an interesting program, hosting in a location people will want to visit, and arranging field
trips to enticing locations will draw greater attendance. The meeting planning should begin far enough
in advance so that delegates can decide early that they want to attend an interesting and fun program,
and then have ample time to plan their travel and adjust their regular schedules to accommodate
attending. Thoughtful planning draws higher attendance with better representation of all our local goals
and needs around California, strengthening us to accomplish even more together as an organization.
Hosting a Chapter Council Weekend also benefits the host chapter. Members will get to attend
programs and actively participate in weekend events that would not typically be accessible without
travelling, while connecting with others from around the state. It’s a unique, valuable, and enjoyable
opportunity for education and networking that your local chapter members will get to experience.


The Chapter Council weekend is held from Friday afternoon through Sunday afternoon of the designated
weekend.
Board of Directors Meeting. The CNPS Board of Directors meets on the Friday afternoon of the Chapter
Council weekend. They will need a meeting facility that holds about 15 people – sometimes this is the
same facility that is used for other weekend events, and other times it is a separate facility, or even
someone’s home. The Board President will confirm the exact time that they’ll need the facility for, and
what the set up should be, etc.
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Friday “Meet & Eat” Dinner. Delegates from around the state will be arriving throughout the day on
Friday, so a casual “Meet & Eat” dinner is arranged for Friday evening. This is usually held at a local
restaurant where attendees can socialize over dinner and drinks. Late arrivals to the dinner are
welcome, and each individual pays for their own meal – so the host chapter just needs to pick a
restaurant and make a reservation. Usually 30-40 people attend the Meet & Eat.
Chapter Council Session. The Chapter Council session is the most important part of the weekend. All
delegates join together to discuss issues and successes in their chapters, discuss and vote on CNPS
policies and initiatives, learn about what’s going on around the state through reports from the CNPS
Executive Director, program staff, Board members, chapters, and more. Delegates are charged with
taking the information they gain from these meetings back home to their chapters to support their own
local programs and initiatives. Up to 60 people attend the Chapter Council session. This may be held on
Saturday or Sunday, or spread between both days, depending on the other events of the weekend.
Breakout Sessions. During the Chapter Council session, smaller breakout sessions may be held to discuss
particular issues that might not be of interest to the full group. Committees and working groups often
hold breakout sessions during this time. Having a facility with some outdoor space is nice for breakout
sessions, so smaller groups can spread out.
Field Trips. A “welcome” field trip is typically offered Friday afternoon, and a “farewell” field trip is
typically offered Sunday afternoon (sometimes more than one field trip will be offered on Sunday
afternoon, depending on the sites nearby). Field trips are held at local botanically interesting sites, and
are led by a local expert. Delegates get to experience and learn about unique areas of the state through
these trips.
Saturday Evening Happy Hour, Banquet Dinner, and Program Speaker. Following Saturday’s meetings, a
casual happy hour/social is held in the early evening, often while the Saturday dinner caterer is setting
up. The host chapter typically provides beer, wine, and hors d’oeuvres.
Following the happy hour, a catered banquet dinner is held. This usually happens at the same location as
the day’s meetings and happy hour, and is often buffet-style. Attendees reimburse the chapter or state
office for their meals, either ahead of time or onsite (depending on which registration system your
chapter decides to use – see the “Registration Options” section for details).
Following dinner, a program speaker, selected by the host chapter, will give a talk to the whole group on
something locally relevant and interesting to wrap up the day.
The state office invites special VIP guests to the Saturday evening happy hour, banquet, and program
speaker, and often times local chapter members who don’t attend the rest of the weekend will attend
the Saturday evening activities. Up to 80 people will attend, depending on the accessibility of the
location, and other factors.
September Conservation Symposium. Traditionally, during the annual September Chapter Council
weekend, a conservation symposium is held on Saturday (and the Chapter Council session is then held
on Sunday only). The symposium is usually given a theme, to educate delegates on a particular
conservation issue. The CNPS Conservation Program Director will arrange speakers, and work with the
host chapter to coordinate logistics.
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When planning a Chapter Council weekend, the host chapter is the local expert. Finding caterers,
restaurants, hotels, campgrounds, meeting facilities, and field trips/activities are best done by those
with local knowledge. Host chapters are also responsible for finding a local speaker for the Saturday
evening program. So, at a minimum, making recommendations for food, lodging, meeting spaces, and
activities, and finding a speaker for Saturday evening, are the primary responsibilities of the host
chapter.
Additionally, most chapters will pool resources to provide continental breakfast on Saturday and/or
Sunday morning before the start of the Chapter Council meeting, at no charge to meeting attendees. If
the host chapter is not able to bring/donate food for the meeting, a caterer can be utilized instead, and
the cost for this can be built into other meal fees for the weekend (so as to still provide “free”
breakfast).
The host chapter works with the Chapter Council Chair, Vice Chair, and others to set the schedule for the
weekend, incorporating field trips and activities, as well as time for program speakers and the Chapter
Council meeting itself.
The host chapter should designate a lead coordinator to manage the planning and preparations,
delegate tasks to other volunteers, and communicate with the state office and Chapter Council
leadership.
Once potential options for food, lodging, meeting spaces, and activities are selected, the chapter can
continue to work with vendors to secure pricing and make reservations, with or without support from
the CNPS state office staff. Often times, chapters will handle negotiating pricing and making deposits for
the meeting facilities, lodging options, and catering. However, if the chapter is not comfortable handling
this, or does not have the monetary resources to do so, the state office can help.


The following support is available from the state office for Chapter Council weekends:
 Price/contract negotiation. Once you have selected a meeting facility and lodging options that
you’d like to move forward with, the state office can talk with the vendors and try to negotiate a
discounted rate for our group. Many times we can reserve a block of hotel rooms or campsites
at a discounted group rate, and meeting facilities will often provide discounted pricing to nonprofit organizations like CNPS. If you are not comfortable asking for this, the state office can
help by negotiating with the vendors directly. The state office can also help select and finalize
catering menus and contracts.
 Funding for deposits and fees. The state office budgets $500 for support for each Chapter
Council weekend. Of this, $250 is designated for meals, and $250 for facility rental fees –
however, this split can be flexible if necessary. To request these funds, please contact the state
office staff. If the up-front costs are still too much for your chapter to cover, the state can help
by…
 Managing registration and collecting money. If your chapter is not able to pay the upfront costs
(such as deposits or advance payments to reserve a caterer and/or meeting facility) associated
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with hosting a Chapter Council weekend, the state office can handle the financial aspects of the
meeting. This means that the state office can cover all up-front costs, work with you to set
attendee meal fees, and use the state registration platform to collect sign-ups and advance
payment for meals and lodging (if applicable). This way, your chapter does not have to worry
about paying or collecting any money, and attendees are also able to pay by credit card before
the meeting, which makes for less hassle and confusion onsite. This option is still available to
your chapter even if you have the financial resources to handle the associated costs – see the
“Registration Options” section for more details.
Advice. If your chapter feels confident that most of the planning and financial aspects of hosting
can be handled internally, then the state can have minimal involvement, and simply be available
to answer any questions you have, or step in wherever you might need assistance.
Insurance. You will likely need to obtain insurance for the facility where the meeting will be
held. Check your facility contract/agreement as soon as you have it (or send it to the state office
staff) to determine the facility’s insurance requirements, and submit your insurance request
early.

Each chapter’s needs and resources are different. You may have hosted Chapter Council many times,
and will need very little support from the state, or you might be brand new to hosting and would feel
more comfortable with support throughout the process. Either way, know that there are resources
available from both the state office staff and Chapter Council leadership to help your chapter host a
successful and enjoyable weekend.


State Office Support
CNPS Events Coordinator: Becky Reilly
916-447-2677 x207, breilly@cnps.org
Chapter Council Leadership (see CNPS Directory for contact information)
Chapter Council Chair (meeting schedule): Orchid Black (2016)
Vice-Chair (webmaster, logistics): Larry Levine (2065)
Secretary: Snowdy Dodson (2016)
Chapter Council Logistics Committee (see CNPS Directory for contact information)
Jim Bishop (Member Emeritus)
Orchid Black
Ellen Edelson
Judy Fenerty
Marty Foltyn
Larry Levine, Chair
Nancy Morin
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As the host chapter, you know the local area best, and are therefore best-equipped to select a venue.
You should start thinking about venues 6-12 months before the event. Here are some things to keep in
mind when finding potential sites for Chapter Council weekend events.
Note: Facilities with onsite lodging, such as camps, nature retreat centers, etc. can be particularly
enjoyable for the weekend. If available in your area, these may be a good option to look at first.
The Chapter Council weekend requires meeting spaces for the following events:
 Board meeting (about 15 people) – typically on Friday afternoon
 Friday evening “Meet & Eat” dinner (30-40 people) – typically at a local restaurant
 Saturday evening happy hour, banquet dinner, and program speaker (up to 80 people,
depending on accessibility of the location) – typically at the same facility as the Chapter Council
meeting, but can also be offsite at a restaurant or other facility
 Chapter Council meeting itself (up to 60 people)
 Breakout sessions during the Chapter Council meeting, if applicable (small groups)
The geographic location should be:
 Attractive to those travelling from a distance
 Close to botanically interesting field trip sites
 Close to lodging options
 Easily accessible from around the state, unless a remote location has a particularly strong draw
The meeting facility should be:
 Free or low-cost, when possible ($250 per meeting is available upon request from the state to
help cover facility fees – contact the state office for details)
 Able to hold up to 60 people at tables for the meetings themselves, and up to 80 for the
Saturday evening happy hour/banquet/program (alternatively, the banquet and program could
be held at a restaurant or other facility nearby large enough to accommodate up to 80 and a
speaker with A/V)
 Equipped with tables and chairs that can be arranged in a U-shape or open square for the
Chapter Council meeting
 Food-friendly, for serving continental breakfast and lunch
 Alcohol-friendly, if we are holding the Saturday happy hour and banquet there
 Able to accommodate breakout sessions – meaning access to multiple meeting rooms, and/or
outdoor tables, etc.
 Equipped with a kitchen if possible, or refrigerator and sink at a minimum
Meeting room amenities that are nice to have include:
 Internet access
 Electricity
 A/V set-up (projector and screen – the state office may be able to supply depending on location)
 A microphone/PA system for speakers
 Cell reception
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Note: Some of these meeting room amenities may be foregone if a particular rustic setting is especially
conducive to learning about our natural history – but these things should still be kept in mind, and
attendees should be told what to expect ahead of time either way.


After you generate some ideas for potential meeting facilities, your next steps are to:
1. E-mail suggested facilities to the Chapter Council Logistics Committee
2. Work with the Logistics Committee to select a venue
3. Negotiate pricing and secure an agreement with the facility (state office can help negotiate fees
and should review agreements before signing)
4. Review facility’s permit requirements: will a special event or alcoholic beverage permit be
required (often needed for events at State Parks or other agency-run facilities)? Assess needs at
least 3 months prior to the event – permit processes can often be complex and time-consuming
and paperwork needs to be submitted early
5. Review insurance requirements outlined in the facility agreement and request insurance at least
3 months prior to the event (work with state office staff to review documentation and request
insurance)
6. Determine if the state office will be handling registration and paying the facility and other
vendors (i.e., caterers) directly, or if the chapter will cover all up-front costs and be reimbursed
by attendees at the meeting (see “Registration Options” section)
7. Obtain a W9 from the facility if any fees will be paid, and send a copy to the state office before
any payments are made.


About a month before the event, it’s a good idea to get in touch with the facility and confirm all
arrangements:
 Communicate room set-up needs (see “Sample Meeting Room Layout” section for more details)
o An open square or U-shape configuration is typically best for the Chapter Council
meeting
o Extra tables should be made available along the back/side walls for refreshments, any
book/merchandise sales your chapter would like to set up, and space for the state office
to leave handouts and brochures
o Order/source folding tables and chairs if the facility does not have enough
 Confirm A/V set-up and internet access
o Source a projector and screen if the facility does not have them available – state office
may be able to provide, depending on the location of the meeting, and don’t forget to
bring extension cords/power strips
o Test everything ahead of time to make sure it’s in working order
 Confirm set-up time: will tables and chairs be set up when we arrive? Or does someone need to
go early (day before or morning of) to set up the room?
 Review the schedule of events for the weekend with the facility coordinators, so they know
when we’ll be there, when we’ll be using the kitchen, when caterers will be present, etc.
 Confirm where meeting attendees should park onsite and relay this to the Chapter Council Vice
Chair – consider how obvious it will be to get from parking to the meeting room, and prepare
signage as needed to help direct attendees on the day of.
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As the local expert, your chapter will select restaurants and caterers for the Chapter Council weekend.
Determine which meals will need to be catered, which meals will be held at restaurants, and which
meals will be provided for by your chapter at least 3-6 months before the meeting so caterers can be
reserved and pricing set for registration. Remember to keep dietary restrictions in mind, and be
prepared for attendees who may be vegan, vegetarian, and/or gluten free.

Arrangements will need to be made for the following meals:
 Friday “Meet & Eat” dinner: informal, typically held at a local restaurant, attendees pay for their
own meals (30-40 people)
 Saturday Breakfast: typically provided for free by the host chapter at the meeting facility (about
50 people)
 Saturday Lunch: typically catered at the meeting facility, attendees pay for their meals (about 50
people)
 Saturday evening happy hour: typically provided by the host chapter, can take donations for
beer and wine (up to 80 people)
 Saturday evening banquet dinner: typically catered at the meeting facility, can also be held at a
local restaurant, attendees reimburse the chapter/state office for their meals (up to 80 people)
 Sunday Lunch: typically catered at the meeting facility or boxed if for field trip attendees,
attendees pay for their meals (20-50 people depending on the schedule of events)

When selecting a restaurant, keep in mind:
 The size of our group
 Availability of a private room (this isn’t necessary, but can be nice)
 Whether reservations are needed, or if the restaurant only needs to know that a large group is
coming in ahead of time
 Split check policy: ask about this ahead of time! It is very difficult for large groups to all be on
one check when each person is responsible for paying for themselves, especially for the Friday
“Meet & Eat,” when people may come and go at different times throughout the evening. It
greatly simplifies payment and reduces stress if each person can get their own check at the end
of a dinner.

When selecting caterers, keep in mind:
 Pricing per person – lunch should be $7-15, and dinner should be $15-25, including tax and
gratuity. Always be sure to clarify whether tax and gratuity are included in the pricing the
caterer provides, or if it will be a separate additional charge.
 $250 per meeting is available upon request from the state to help cover meal fees – contact the
state office staff for details.
 Ask when final payment will be due to the caterer: At the event? Ahead of time? By invoice after
the event? You may want to factor this in when deciding whether to collect payment from
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attendees at the meeting, or to just let the state handle paying the caterer and collecting meal
fees through pre-registration (see “Registration Options” section).
Ask when a final head count will be needed for the meal. Can late or even onsite additions be
accommodated, or will a final, exact count be needed a few days before the event?
If a catering contract is needed to reserve the caterer, it’s a good idea (as with all contracts and
agreements) to send it to the state office for review before signing anything.
Ask the caterer for a W9, and send it to the state office, before any payment is made.


Once you have selected a caterer and know approximately how much the caterer will charge per person,
there are some other factors you should take into account before setting the per person meal fees that
attendees will actually pay:
 Tax and gratuity. Most caterers’ per-person charge does not include tax and gratuity, so you will
want to factor this in to what attendees actually pay for the meal to make sure all catering fees
are covered. Be sure to ask the caterer if this is included or if it will be an additional charge.
 Catering deposit. Confirm that there are no other fees, such as a deposit, linen rental charge,
etc., that are not included in the per-person charge assessed by the caterer.
 Overage. Many experienced caterers will ask you for a close-to-exact head count, but then know
to plan for a few extra plates just in case, and charge you based on how many people actually
eat. However, if the caterer needs to have a definite, precise head count for the meal ahead of
time and cannot accommodate late sign-ups, it may be a good idea to order a few extra meals,
and factor this extra cost into the per-person meal fees so you are not stuck paying for the
extras if they are not actually necessary.
 Facility use fee offsetting. If the meeting facility has a fee, this can be built into meal prices,
since we don’t charge any meeting entry fees to attendees. You can add a dollar or two to each
per-meal charge, and use that extra money to cover the facility use fees. This is a very common
practice to cover overhead when running an event. Remember that the state office also budgets
$250 per meeting to help cover facility use fees if needed.
The state office is here to help with negotiating pricing and agreements and setting attendee meal fees,
and Chapter Council leadership is also available to help answer questions about Chapter Council bestpractices and expectations. It can be helpful to keep leadership in the loop while making arrangements.

Chapters typically provide snacks and beverages for the Saturday evening happy hour, and breakfast on
the mornings of the Chapter Council meetings. For breakfast, continental items are best: bagels, fruit,
yogurt, granola, etc. with coffee, tea, juice, and the like. Volunteers can bake goods for breakfast, or you
can fundraise among chapter members and purchase items. Panera, Einstein Bros, and Noah’s Bagels all
offer bagel boxes, coffee, and fruit to go, as an easy option. Feel free to tap other chapters in your area
for support as well.
For happy hour, beer, wine, some non-alcoholic beverages, and snacks are the standard. Home-baked
hors d’oeuvres from chapter members are a favorite, and things like cheese platters, dips, and veggies
are always good. A variety of beer and wine will be a guaranteed people pleaser, but can also get pricey,
so many chapters set up a donation jar near the alcohol to compensate for the cost. Just be careful – we
can’t charge for alcohol (i.e., sell alcohol), but we can request a suggested donation amount.
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Lodging arrangements should be made at least 3-6 months before the event to ensure availability for
our dates, and to give attendees plenty of time to book. If the meeting facility has onsite lodging, it may
still be a good idea to recommend some alternative options for those who may not want to stay onsite.

It’s a good idea to offer several lodging options for attendees:
 Campgrounds (individual or group sites)
 A “budget” hotel
 A moderate or higher-end hotel
 Homestays with local chapter members
Use your local knowledge to select the best options. If you’re having trouble choosing, the Chapter
Council Logistics Committee can help.

Ask about pricing, and if the hotel or campground can offer discounted group rates. Many lodging
providers are willing to negotiate discounts, particularly for non-profit groups active in the community
(like CNPS!), if a block of rooms or sites will be needed. If nothing else, it never hurts to ask – try, “Can
you go any lower?” – if the vendor can’t drop the price any lower, they will let you know.
When you arrange a discounted room block at a hotel, there will be a certain quantity of discounted
rooms available, and sometimes a minimum number of bookings must be guaranteed (or else a penalty
fee may be assessed). Here’s what to find out:
 What is the minimum number of room nights we’d have to guarantee?
o Make sure it’s reasonable – CNPS will probably not fill 50 hotel rooms at one hotel for a
Chapter Council meeting
 What is the maximum number of discounted rooms we can reserve?
 When is the cutoff date for the discounted rate? If we don’t use all the rooms by that date, do
we have the option to extend the cutoff, or will all rooms remaining be released for general
sale?
o If the cutoff date is more than a week or two in advance of the meeting, ask before
signing the contract if that date can be any later – tell the hotel we wouldn’t want late
sign-ups to have to find other accommodations because they become priced out of the
group hotel. This date is often negotiable.
 How will attendees book rooms in the discounted block? Online, or by phone?
If you’re not comfortable making calls on pricing and contracts, or would just like a second set of eyes on
the documentation before committing, you can always contact the state office for support. If a contract
is needed to hold a room block, it’s a good idea (as with all contracts and agreements) to send it to the
state office for review before signing anything.
It is a good idea to keep Chapter Council leadership in the loop while making lodging arrangements.
Once lodging options are secured, the Chapter Council Vice Chair will disseminate the information to all
potential meeting attendees by e-mail and post options and information on how to make reservations
on the meeting website.
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Decide on your registration option 2-3 months before the event, so registration for the Chapter Council
weekend can open about a month before the event. Attendees are asked to indicate which days they
will attend the meetings, which events they plan to participate in, which meals they plan to eat, and the
meal options they’d like. By collecting all of this information, you’ll have a head count for all meals, field
trips, meetings, etc. The host chapter has two registration system options, using two different platforms:

State office works with your chapter to build and
open registration. You will be provided
registration updates and sign-up lists (specific to
each meal/day/field trip/etc.) along the way. All
registration takes place before the meeting, and
attendees can pre-pay for meals (by credit card
online, or by sending in a check/credit card info),
or can pre-register and make arrangements to
give us a check for their total due onsite. State
office pays caterers directly ahead of time and is
reimbursed by collecting meal registration fees.

Chapter Council Vice Chair works with your
chapter to build and open registration. You will
be given access to a registration tracker with a
live-updated list of registered attendees and their
meal choices. Attendees sign up ahead of time,
and pay the chapter at the meeting. Chapter pays
caterers directly ahead of time and is reimbursed
by collecting meal registration fees onsite.



State office pays vendors directly and money
is collected ahead of time so chapter doesn’t
have to cover upfront meal/lodging costs
Credit cards are accepted ahead of time
System is all online, but for those preferring
not to register online, cash/check can be
mailed in ahead of time with a manual
registration form, or the form can be sent in
ahead and cash/check collected onsite
Less tracking onsite because we’ll only have
to collect payment from a few people onsite,
and we’ll know their exact total due already



Some have found this registration platform
less user-friendly
Registration lists have to be run instead of
having live access to counts
Need someone to check people off as they’re
in line to eat and make sure everyone eating
has paid
Some chapters prefer to manage all the
finances for the weekend internally




















Registration process is very simple, and it’s
what people are used to
Access to registration spreadsheet with live
updates

Meal fees aren’t collected ahead of time, so
chapter must cover all up-front catering
costs, and isn’t reimbursed until the event
Payment will have to be collected onsite
which can be time consuming and hard to
track, as people will owe different amounts
based on what they sign up for
Chapter will need to designate a volunteer to
collect payment onsite
Attendees can’t pre-pay by credit card

Feel free to get in touch with the state office staff and Chapter Council leadership to discuss these
options further and select the one which works best for your chapter.
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Most Chapter Council weekends follow roughly the same format, with changes and variations as
needed. Here is a sample schedule for a Chapter Council weekend. This can be customized, for example,
with more program speakers accommodated into the schedule if your chapter would like – work with
Chapter Council leadership to fine-tune, pick locations, speakers, caterers, and fill in the blanks! The
schedule should be finalized 2-3 months before the event, and the Chapter Council Vice Chair will
disseminate the details to potential attendees.
Friday
2:00 PM – 6:00 PM
2:00 PM – 6:00 PM
6:30 PM

Board of Directors meeting
Field trip
Meet-and-Eat dinner

Saturday
8:00 AM – 8:30 AM
8:30 AM – 12:00 PM
12:00 PM – 1:00 PM
1:00 PM – 5:15 PM
5:15 PM – 6:30 PM
6:30 PM
Following dinner

Welcome and light breakfast
Chapter Council session
Catered lunch
Chapter Council session; breakouts
Happy hour – beer, wine, hors d’oeuvres
Catered banquet dinner
Program speaker

Sunday
8:00 AM – 8:30 AM
8:30 AM – 12:00 PM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM

Welcome and light breakfast
Chapter Council session
Catered or boxed lunches provided
Field trip(s)

Note: For the annual September meeting, the schedule will change to accommodate the conservation
symposium, which will usually replace the Chapter Council sessions on Saturday.

At a minimum, the host chapter will select a speaker for the Saturday evening program, following
dinner. If the agenda for the rest of the weekend is light, or if the host chapter would like, other
speakers can be incorporated as well – work with Chapter Council leadership to incorporate other
speakers if needed/desired. Start working on confirming speakers 3 months before the event.
What to look for in a speaker:
 A local expert
 A topic that meeting attendees will be interested in, relating to a local conservation issue, or
matter of botanical interest, etc. – this is your chance to highlight what’s happening, or what’s
particularly interesting, in your chapter area
 A dynamic speaker to hold attention after a long day!
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Field trips are a great way to acquaint out-of-town meeting attendees with the unique flora of your local
area, and an important educational component of a Chapter Council weekend. Field trips typically take
place on Friday afternoon and Sunday afternoon. Start planning your field trips 2-3 months before the
Chapter Council weekend.
Field trip group sizes can vary depending on the attractiveness of the particular trip. Groups can be as
small as 10 participants, or as large as 40. Head counts can be provided ahead of time if your chapter
elects to collect field trip sign-ups through the registration system.
When selecting field trip locations, consider:
 How botanically interesting a site is
 How easy it will be to navigate with a large group
 Availability of a local expert to lead the trip
 Proximity to the meeting – will people be able to stop for the field trip on the way to the
meeting location, or on the way home? Some chapters elect to plan two trips on Sunday
afternoon – one each for attendees traveling in opposite directions.
Once your field trips have been planned, the Chapter Council Vice Chair will post the information on the
event website, and announce them in event e-mails to potential attendees.
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Once all the arrangements are made and confirmed, the schedule is set, and registration is open, start
thinking about volunteers and tasks that will need to be handled or managed during the weekend about
1-2 months before the event.

You will likely need a team of volunteers to do the following during the Chapter Council weekend:
 Set up the meeting room(s) ahead of time
 Prep or buy food for the breakfasts
 Set up breakfast on the mornings of the meeting, and clean up leftovers before lunch each day
 Set up and/or test the meeting room A/V before the meeting starts
 Set up signage to direct attendees to parking, and from parking to the meeting room
 Bring books and merchandise your chapter would like to offer for sale to the meeting location
and set up/manage your point of sale (don’t forget to request a seller’s permit ahead of time!)
 Anticipate the arrival time of the lunch and dinner caterers, and contact them if they’re running
late or if any issues arise; direct them where to set up
 Collect and track payment for meals for all attendees, if registration doesn’t include a prepayment option, OR if registration does include the pre-payment option, check off attendees as
they get their meals to make sure everyone has paid
 Anticipate the arrival time of any speakers and get in touch if they’re running late, greet them
upon arrival, and make sure they’re set up to give their talk (load their presentation, etc.)
 Prep and/or buy hors d’oeuvres, beer, and wine for the Saturday happy hour
 Set up the Saturday happy hour, take donations for beer and wine (if desired) and replenish
refreshments during happy hour, and clean up leftovers
 Clean up at the end of the day Saturday, and break down the room at the end of the meetings
Sunday, leaving the space as clean or cleaner than how you found it.
Remember to thank your volunteers after the weekend has ended!

When running an event in general, it’s a good idea to always have a contingency plan in case something
goes wrong. Being prepared for anything sometimes means being over prepared!
 Bad weather: how will the weather impact your field trips?
 Transportation: how will people get to the field trips? Should attendees arrange carpools ahead
of time?
 Always have extras: extra handouts, extra extension cords, extra pens, etc.
 Review the details: sit down with another person and talk through the plans and logistics for the
whole weekend ahead of time – this will help make sure you’re not missing anything. What is
happening, when, where, and who is in charge? Are all arrangements confirmed?
 Check in: touch base with your caterers, facility(ies), volunteer team, field trip leaders, speakers,
etc. the week before the Chapter Council weekend to make sure everything is on track and
everyone knows where they need to be and when.
 Clear communications: when providing details on the weekend plans, be thorough. Things that
may be obvious to you (what parking will be like onsite, whether there will be cell reception in
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the area, what the weather will be like, etc.) will not be obvious to attendees, and it’s nice for
everyone to have all the details ahead of time so they can fully know what to expect. Having as
many details as you can accessible from the event website or sent to potential attendees ahead
of time will help them plan their own attendance – and will leave fewer unanswered questions
for you to field.
Checklists are your friend: the week before an event, and days of the event itself, can get
overwhelming quickly. Write down everything that needs to happen and who’s in charge of
doing it ahead of time, then check it off as it gets done so you always know what’s done and
what still needs to happen, so there are no stressful unknowns.
Feedback and suggestions: take notes on what went well and what didn’t go so well throughout
the weekend, and share them with the Chapter Council leadership and state office, so future
meetings can continue to be improved.

And most importantly: you are not alone! Support is available from the Chapter Council Vice Chair and
other Chapter Council leadership, and the CNPS state office staff. We are happy to help, please don’t
hesitate to ask!
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Projector screen
Podium with
microphone

Entrance

Projection area
should be
unobstructed

Table for
projector
& laptop

Tables & chairs
for delegates in
an open U-shape

Tables along side/back for refreshments, lunch catering,
state office handouts, & any chapter book/merch sales
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Use this checklist to help keep your planning on schedule. This checklist includes primary/major tasks –
refer to the other sections in this manual for full details on what goes into each step of the planning.
Note: Depending on the unique needs of the weekend you’re hosting, your tasks may not be limited to
those in this checklist or manual, and some tasks listed here may not apply. You are encouraged to
modify and customize this planning checklist to make it work for your chapter.


Host chapter planning lead and coordination team determined

12 months out

Meeting with CC Vice Chair to touch base and review process

12 months out

Tentative weekend schedule outlined/reviewed with CC Vice Chair

12 months out

Meeting facility needs assessed/reviewed

12 months out

Meeting facility selected

6-12 months out

Facility contracts negotiated and signed

6-12 months out

W9 obtained for facility and sent to state office (if facility isn’t free)

6 months out

Facility insurance request submitted to state office

3-6 months out

Facility permit requirements assessed and appropriate forms submitted
OR – Requirements communicated to state office to submit forms

3-6 months out

Board Meeting facility schedule and needs assessed

3 months out

Board Meeting facility determined and confirmed

2-3 months out

Room set up needs communicated to meeting facility(ies)

1 month out

Meeting room A/V needs assessed

1 month out

A/V equipment sourced/volunteers determined to bring A/V as needed

1 month out

Other supply needs (signage, flip charts, extra chairs, etc.) assessed

1 month out
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All supplies sourced/volunteers determined to acquire/bring supplies

1 month out

Meal needs assessed/reviewed for whole weekend

3-6 months out

Saturday banquet dinner caterer determined and scheduled

3-6 months out

Lunch caterer(s) determined and scheduled

3-6 months out

Friday meet & eat dinner location determined

3 months out

Friday dinner restaurant capabilities confirmed (split checks, group size)

3 months out

Friday dinner reservation made

2-3 months out

Determined if tax and gratuity are included in catering fees or extra costs

2-3 months out

Lunch menus set and catering agreements signed

2-3 months out

Saturday dinner menu set and catering agreement signed

2-3 months out

Attendee meal fees set for all catered meals

2 months out

Meal arrangements and fees communicated to CC Vice Chair

2 months out

W9s obtained for all caterers and sent to state office

1-2 months out

Breakfast arrangements determined for mornings

1-2 months out

Happy hour food & drink arrangements determined for Saturday

1-2 months out

Final meal counts provided to caterers

Per agreements

Re-confirm/check in with all caterers/restaurants/food providers

1 week out

Caterers paid by chapter or state office (depending on registration opt.)

Per agreements

Lodging needs assessed/reviewed

6-12 months out

Lodging options determined

3-6 months out

Lodging contracts negotiated and signed if applicable

3-6 months out

Lodging options reserved (e.g. room blocks held for reservations)

3-6 months out

Local homestays determined

3 months out

Lodging fees set (if attendees don’t pay lodging provider directly)

2 months out

Lodging options, fees, and deadlines communicated to CC Vice Chair

2 months out

W9s obtained for lodging facilities (if attendees don’t pay them directly)

1 month out

Guest/program speaker needs assessed/reviewed

3 months out

Guest/program speakers determined and confirmed

2-3 months out

A/V and other setup needs assessed for each guest/program speaker

1 month out

Re-confirm/check in with all guest/program speakers

1 week out

Field trip needs assessed/reviewed

2-3 months out

Field trip dates/times and locations determined

2 months out

Field trip leaders determined

1-2 months out

Field trips communicated to CC Vice Chair

1 month out

Registration needs and chapter financial capabilities assessed

2-3 months out

Determined whether chapter or state office will pay caterers/vendors

2-3 months out

Registration option selected, communicated to state office/CC Vice Chair

2-3 months out

Registration built, working with state office and/or CC Vice Chair

1-2 months out

Registration is opened

1-2 months out

Registration is closed

Week before

Final registration lists provided/available to chapter

Week before
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Full weekend schedule is finalized, working with CC Vice Chair

2-3 months out

1st informational e-mail sent by CC Vice Chair to all potential attendees

2 months out

All details provided to CC Vice Chair, to be loaded onto Google site

2 months out

Volunteer needs assessed for set up/break down/onsite tasks

1-2 months out

Volunteers for set up/break down/onsite tasks determined

1-2 months out

Volunteer schedule finalized and communicated to volunteers

1 month out

Meeting room set up by volunteers (A/V, tables and chairs, etc.)

Fri. or Sat. AM

A/V tested by volunteers before meeting

Fri. or Sat. AM

Signage set up by volunteers before attendees arrive

Sat. AM

Breakfast set up by volunteers each morning

Sat. &/or Sun. AMs

Saturday happy hour set up by volunteers

Sat. afternoon

Cleanliness of meeting room maintained during weekend

Sat. – Sun.

Saturday happy hour cleaned up by volunteers

Sat. evening

Payments for meals collected by volunteers
OR – Attendees who pre-paid for each meal checked off as they eat

Sat. – Sun.

Meeting room broken down/cleaned up by volunteers

Sun. afternoon

Volunteers thanked for their time and work

0-3 days after

Debriefing held

0-1 week after

Feedback collected and provided to CC Vice Chair and state office

0-2 weeks after

Congratulate yourselves – YOU DID IT!
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